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This is a proposal to encode the Tirhuta script in the Universal Character Set (UCS). The recommendations
made here are based upon the following documents:
• L2/06-226 “Request to Allocate the Maithili Script in the Unicode Roadmap”
• N3765 L2/09-329 “Towards an Encoding for the Maithili Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
Tirhuta was called the ‘Maithili’ script in previous documents. A discussion of the names used for the script
and the rationale for the change of name is offered in Section 3.1.
2 Background
Tirhuta is the traditional writing system for theMaithili language (ISO 639: mai), which is spoken in the state
of Bihar in India and in the Narayani and Janakpur zones of Nepal by more than 35 million people. Maithili
is a scheduled language of India and the second most spoken language in Nepal. Tirhuta is a Brahmi-based
script derived from Gauḍī, or ‘Proto-Bengali’, which evolved from the Kuṭila branch of Brahmi by the 10th
century . It is related to the Bengali, Newari, and Oriya scripts, which are also descended from Gauḍī,
and became differentiated from them by the 14th century.1 Tirhuta remained the primary writing system for
Maithili until the 20th century, at which time it was replaced by Devanagari.
The Tirhuta script forms the basis of scholarly and religious scribal traditions associated with the Maithili
and Sanskrit languages since the 14th century . The earliest records in Tirhuta are inscriptional records
found on temples in Bihar and Nepal that are dated to the 13th century. The Maithil Brahmin and Kayasth
communities have used the script for maintaining pañjī (genealogical records) from at least the 14th century
to the present. Tirhuta continues to be used for writing manuscripts of religious and literary texts, as well
as for personal correspondence. Printing in Tirhuta began in the 1920s with the production of metal fonts in
Calcutta. Since the 1950s, various literary societies, such as the Maithili Akademi and Chetna Samiti, have
been publishing literary, educational, and linguistic materials in Tirhuta (see figures 2 and 3). The script is
1 Salomon 1998: 41.
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also used for other purposes, such as in signage in Darbhanga and other districts of north Bihar and as an
optional script for writing the civil services examination in Bihar.
In the past two decades, Maithili speakers have adapted Tirhuta for use with digital technologies. Beginning
in the 1990s, users developed basic support for Tirhuta on computers by creating the first digitized fonts for
the script. Today, several books and periodicals are produced in Tirhuta using desktop publishing software.
These documents are available in printed and electronic formats. One such periodical is Videha, which is
published bi-weekly in Tirhuta in Portable Document Format (PDF) (see Figure 11). However, there is an
obstacle to complete support for Tirhuta in digital media: the absence of a character-encoding standard for the
script. Maithili speakers have managed to overcome this barrier by developing Tirhuta fonts that are based
upon legacy encodings or that are mapped to Unicode blocks such as Devanagari. But, these solutions do not
allow for the representation of Tirhuta in plain text. The lack of a Unicode standard for Tirhuta impedes its
use for basic activities, such as writing e-mails, creating websites, and publishing blogs; in digital typsetting;
and in larger projects, such as establishing a Maithili Wikipedia.
The Government of India recognized Maithili as a scheduled language in 2004, a status that provides official
support for the development of the language. The granting of scheduled status to Maithili has resulted in
increased interest in Tirhuta and has revived its usage. In a presentation to the Unicode Technical Committee
in 2005, Dr. Om Vikas of the Department of Information Technology, Government of India noted the his-
torical importance of Tirhuta and expressed the Department’s interest in including the script in the Unicode
standard (see L2/05-063). More recently, an article in the Times of India (2010) featured the present author’s
efforts to develop a Unicode standard for Tirhuta. Such reports are evidence of the growing interest in and
usage of the script. An encoding for Tirhuta in the UCS will permit its representation in plain text, will pro-
vide a standard for supporting and expanding current usage of the script, and will facilitate the development
of new resources in the Maithili language.
3 Proposal Details
3.1 Script Name
The name of the script is ‘Tirhuta’. It is also known as ‘Mithilakshar’ and ‘Maithili’. The names ‘Tirhuta’ and
‘Mithilakshar’ are attested in historical sources, while ‘Maithili’ is a more modern designation. ‘Tirhuta’ is
the traditional andmost commonly used name for the script and is recognized as such by speakers ofMaithili.
It is derived from ‘Tirhut’ or ‘Tirabhukti’, which means the “land of river banks”. The name Tirhut refers
to the region of Bihar north of the Ganges river that is congruous with the Maithili-speaking area. Tirhuta is
known in Bengal as tiruṭe, meaning the script “of the Tirhut region.”2 An older name for Tirhut is ‘Mithila’,
which is the basis for the name ‘Mithilakshar’ (mithilā + aksạra ‘letter’) or the ’script of Mithila’. The
name ‘Maithili’ appears in several modern sources and its usage is based upon the practice of linking writing
systems to languages. However, as the Maithili language has historically been written in Tirhuta, Kaithi,
Newari, and Devanagari, each of these might be considered ‘Maithili’ scripts. Of these names, ‘Tirhuta’ is
uniquely associated with the proposed script and is recognized by Maithili speakers.
3.2 Character Repertoire
The 82 characters in this proposal comprise the core set of Tirhuta letters and signs. The script is currently
allocated in the Supplementary Multilingual Plane at the range U+11480..U+114DF. The proposed code
chart and names list is provided in Figure 1.
2 Chatterji 1926: 225.
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3.3 Encoding Considerations
Although Tirhuta is an independent script, several of its characters bear resemblance to those of Bengali (see
discussion in N3765 L2/09-329). These include the shapes of some consonants, vowels, and vowel signs
(see tables 3–7 and Section 4.21). These similarities, however, are superficial. The actual differences are
visible in the behaviors of characters in certain environments, such as consonant-vowel combinations and in
consonant conjuncts, that are common in standard Tirhuta orthography. Despite the similarities between the
two scripts, Tirhuta cannot be unified with Bengali. In fact, some orthographic features of Tirhuta prevent
mutual intelligibility with Bengali. Proper representation of Tirhuta in plain-text requires the preservation
of its distinct rendering behaviors. This can only be accomplished at the character level, through character
content that is independent of font changes, alterations to text styles, or other formatting.
4 Writing System
4.1 Structure
The general structure (phonetic order, mātrā reordering, use of virāma, etc.) of Tirhuta is similar to that of
other Indic scripts based upon the Brahmi model. The script is written from left-to-right.
4.2 Virāma
The Tirhuta ◌ 𑓂  is identical in function to the corresponding character in other Indic scripts.
4.3 Vowels
















There are 15 combining vowel signs:
◌𑒰  
◌ 𑒱  
◌𑒲  
◌ 𑒳  
◌ 𑒴  
◌ 𑒵   
◌ 𑒶   
◌ 𑒷   
◌ 𑒸   
◌ 𑒹  
◌ 𑒺   




There are 3 two-part vowel signs: ◌ 𑒻  , ◌𑒼  , ◌𑒾  . Note the method of writing ◌ 𑒻 
: The first element is written before the consonant and the other attaches above the letter (compare Bengali
ǯ◌  ).
The signs ◌ 𑒺   and ◌𑒽   do not have independent forms because the sounds they represents do
not occur word initially.
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Certain vowel signs have special rendering behaviors when they occur in consonant-vowel combinations
with certain consonants (see Section 4.7).
4.5 Representation of Vowel Letters and Signs
Some atomic vowel letters may be represented using a sequence of a base vowel letter and a vowel sign.
Also, some atomic vowel signs may be represented using a sequence of two vowel signs. This practice is
not recommended. The atomic character for the vowel letter and sign should always be used. The characters
in question are specified below:
  
𑒂  𑒁  + ◌𑒰  
𑒈   𑒇   + ◌ 𑒵   
𑒉   𑒪  + ◌ 𑒵   
𑒊   𑒪  + ◌ 𑒶   
𑒌  𑒋  + ◌ 𑒺   
𑒎  𑒍  + ◌ 𑒺   
◌ 𑒻   ◌ 𑒹   + ◌ 𑒺   
◌𑒼   ◌ 𑒹   + ◌𑒰  
◌𑒽    ◌𑒰   + ◌ 𑒺   
◌𑒾   ◌ 𑒹   + ◌𑒽   
4.6 Consonants


































Each consonant letter bears an inherent vowel, represented by /a/. This inherent vowel is silenced using the
◌ 𑓂 . Certain consonants have special rendering behaviors when they occur in conjuncts (see Section
4.8) or in word-final position (see Section 4.9).
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4.7 Consonant-Vowel Combinations
Combinations of consonants and vowels are written using combining vowel signs. Certain CV combinations
have special rendering behaviors. These are described below:
• Contextual form of    The vowel sign ◌ 𑒳  has the contextual form ◌ , which is used
with certain consonants and is written with these letters as a ligature.
gu ju nụ du nu pu mu lu śu su
Tirhuta
Bengali ʜ জু ণু ʢ ʞ পু মু লু ʣ ʟ
In Bengali, the element ◌  represents ba-phala, or the subjoined form of ব  and is used in the creation
of conjuncts. For example, represents Tirhuta su, but Bengali sva; in Tirhuta, sva is written as .
• Ligatures formed with    Combinations of certain consonants and the vowel sign ◌ 𑒳 
are written as special ligatures:
ku tu dhu bhu ẏu yu ru sụ hu
Tirhuta
Bengali ˃ তু ধু ভু য়ু যু ʠ ষু ʥ
• Ligatures formed with    Combinations of certain consonants and the vowel sign ◌ 𑒴
 are written as special ligatures:
kū dhū rū hū
Tirhuta
Bengali ˄ ধূ ʡ হূ
• Ligatures formed with     Combinations of certain consonants and the vowel
sign ◌ 𑒵   are written as special ligatures:
kr̥ tr̥ br̥ bhr̥ hr̥
Tirhuta
Bengali কৃ তৃ বৃ ভৃ ʤ
4.8 Consonant Conjuncts
Consonant clusters are generally represented as complex ligatures (see Table 7). Certain consonants have
other special rendering behaviors when they occur in clusters. These are described below:
1. Letter  The representation of 𑒞  as C1 is determined by C2. If C2 is 𑒞 , 𑒨 , 𑒩 , or 𑒫
, the conjunct is written as a ligature or with subjoined forms of C2. With all other consonants, 
takes the two-part form ◌. For example, tka is written as 𑒏, eg. 𑒮𑒩𑒏𑒰𑒪 saratkāla. This behavior
of  resembles Bengali ৎ  , eg. সরৎকাল saratkāla. However, unlike  , it is
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unnecessary to encode ◌ as an independent character because the context for its use are predictable.
A variant form of ◌ attested in recent printed materials is , eg. 𑒮𑒩𑒏𑒰𑒪 saratkāla.
2. Letter  When 𑒢  is C2 in conjuncts with certain consonants, it takes the subjoined form ◌ . This
form is used when the following consonants are C1:  (𑒐  khna);  (𑒤 phna);  (𑒮  sna).
3. Letter  The letter 𑒥  has the following contextual forms when it appears in the following envi-
ronments:
(a) Consonant-vowel combinations The letter  take the conjunct contextual form when it is
written with ◌ 𑒵   . This combination is written not as *𑒥 𑒵, but as .
(b) Conjunct onset When  is C1 in certain clusters it takes the shape , eg. bda.
(c) Conjunct final When  is C2 it has the form ◌ , eg. mba; compare mu and mva.
4. Letter  When 𑒨  is C2, its representation in a conjunct is dependent upon C1:
(a) Atomic ligature If C1 is , it combines with  to form a ligature: tya (Bengali তǪ).
(b) Post-base form In conjuncts with other letters,  takes the form ◌ and is written sequentially
after C1: 𑒙 tỵa. With some consonants, the post-base form joins with the base consonant to form
a distinct ligature:
dya nya bhya śya sya hya
Tirhuta
Bengali দǪ Ɏ ভǪ ɸ ʒ ʛ
5. Letter  The shape of  as C1 is dependent upon C2:
(a) Repha With the majority of consonants,  as C1 is written as ◌  repha, eg. 𑒣 rpa.
(b) Ligature In some cases,  forms a ligature with C2. This is the common representation when
 is C2: rga (Bengali গǭ).
6. Letter  When  is C2, it takes the subjoined form ◌ : kla (Bengali ǵ), phla (Bengali ɗ),
śla (Bengali ɹ).
7. Letter  When  is C2, it takes the subjoined form ◌ , eg. sva.
4.9 Contextual Forms of Consonants
Certain consonants have special forms when they appear in word-final positions:
1. Letter  The sequence <, > is written as (not 𑒞𑓂 ) at word-final position.
2. Letter  the sequence <, > is written as (not 𑒧𑓂 ) at word-final position.
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4.10 Nasalization
Nasalization is indicated by ◌ 𑒿  and ◌ 𑓀 . These signs are written centered above the
base. If written with an above-base sign or a letter with a graphical element that extends past the headstroke,
they placed to the right of such these signs and elements.
4.11 Characters for Representing Sanskrit
The following characters are attested in Vedic and classical Sanskrit manuscripts written in Tirhuta:
1. ◌𑓁  This sign represents an allophone of 𑒩  or 𑒮  at word-final position in Sanskrit
orthography.
2. 𑓅  This sign represents nasalization. It belongs to the same class of characters as ᳩ +1CE9
   , ᳪ +1CEA    , etc.
3. ᳲ ardhavisarga Represents /x/ jihvāmūlīya and /ɸ/ upadhmānīya. This character is not proposed for
independent encoding and should be unified with ᳲ +1CF2   .
4.12 Nukta
The ◌𑓃  is used for writing sounds that are not represented by a unique character, such as allophonic
variants and sounds that occur in local dialects or in loanwords. The following combinations of consonant
letter +  are attested in Tirhuta:
/ɽ/   + 
/ɽh/   + 
/ɭ/   + 
/j/   + 
The  may be written with any vowel or consonant letter. If other combining marks, such as a vowel
sign or , also appear with the base character, then the  is written first, eg. 𑒰 <, ,
 >.
The graphical structures of 𑒥  and 𑒫  possess a dot; however this dot is semantically not equivalent to
. These letters do not decompose to  and are treated as atomic characters.
4.13 Punctuation
Tirhuta uses ।  and ॥  . These should be unified with the Devanagari characters ।
+0964   and ॥ +0965   .
4.14 Abbreviation
The 𑓆   is used for marking abbreviations.
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4.15 Digits
Tirhuta has a full set of decimal digits: 𑓐 , 𑓑 , 𑓒 , 𑓓 , 𑓔 , 𑓕 , 𑓖 , 𑓗 , 𑓘
, 𑓙 .
4.16 Number Forms and Unit Marks
Number forms and unit marks are found in Tirhuta documents (see Figure 9). The most common characters
are signs for writing fractions: eg. ꠱ +A831     , ꠲ +A832  -
   , etc.; and currency marks: eg. ꠸ +A838    .
These characters may be represented using those encoded in the ‘Common Indic Number Forms’ block
(U+A830..U+A83F), which are described in N3367 L2/07-354. Also used are Bengali ‘currency numera-
tors’, eg. ৴ +09F4    .
4.17 Special Signs
There are two script-specific special signs in Tirhuta:
1. 𑒀  This symbol is an important and uniquely Tirhuta character that is used in the invocations
of letters, manuscripts, books, and charts of the script. The sign āñjī is said to represent the tusk of
the deity Gaṇeśa, patron of learning.
2. 𑓇  This symbol is a unique character in Tirhuta. In Bengali, the sign is represented as ওঁ, which
is a simple combination of  and .
4.17.1 Variant Characters
Tirhuta has variant forms for several letters, character elements, and conjuncts:
• The letter 𑒩  has two variant forms: (a) and (b) . These variants produce consonant-vowel
ligatures: (a) ru and rū; and (b) ru and rū.
• The character 𑒇   has the variant form
• The character 𑒈   has the variant form ,
• The conjunct-onset form of 𑒞  is represented as both ◌ and .
All variant forms should be managed at the font level.
4.18 Collation
The basic collating order for Tirhuta is as follows:
𑒀  < 𑒁  < 𑒂  < 𑒃  < 𑒄  < 𑒅  < 𑒆  < 𑒇   <
𑒈   < 𑒉   < 𑒊   < 𑒋  < 𑒌  < 𑒍  < 𑒎  <
𑒏  < 𑒐  < 𑒑  < 𑒒  < 𑒓  < 𑒔  < 𑒕  < 𑒖  < 𑒗  <
𑒘  < 𑒙  < 𑒚  < 𑒛  < 𑒜  < 𑒝  < 𑒞  < 𑒟  <
𑒠  < 𑒡  < 𑒢  < 𑒣  < 𑒤  < 𑒥  < 𑒦  < 𑒧  < 𑒨  <
𑒩  < 𑒪  < 𑒫  < 𑒬  < 𑒭  < 𑒮  < 𑒯  < ◌𑒰   <
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◌ 𑒱   < ◌𑒲   < ◌ 𑒳   < ◌ 𑒴   < ◌ 𑒵    <
◌ 𑒶    < ◌ 𑒷    < ◌ 𑒸    < ◌ 𑒺    <
◌ 𑒹   < ◌ 𑒻   < ◌𑒽    < ◌𑒼   < ◌𑒾   <
◌ 𑒿  < ◌ 𑓀  < ◌𑓁  < ◌ 𑓂 
Combinations of consonant letter +  are sorted with the base letter.
The symbol 𑓅  has the same collation weight as ◌ 𑓀 .
4.19 Linebreaking









11487;TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC R;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11488;TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC RR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11489;TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC L;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;








































114B0;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
114B1;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
114B2;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
114B3;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114B4;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114B5;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114B6;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114B7;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114B8;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114B9;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN E;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
114BA;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN SHORT E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
114BB;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AI;Mc;0;L;114B9 114BA;;;;N;;;;;
114BC;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN O;Mc;0;L;114B9 114B0;;;;N;;;;;
114BD;TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;





















Several Tirhuta characters resemble those of Bengali. Some of these are ‘confusable’ homoglyphs:
• The glyph 𑒫 represents  in Tirhuta, but র  in Bengali.
• The glyph 𑒩 represents  in Tirhuta, but ব  in Bengali.
• The glyph 𑒪 represents  in Tirhuta, but ণ  in Bengali.
• The glyph 𑒝 represents  in Tirhuta, but ল  in Bengali.
Below is a list of Tirhuta characters that may be ‘confusable’ with those encoded in other blocks of the UCS:
1148B TIRHUTA LETTER E ; 098F BENGALI LETTER E
1148C TIRHUTA LETTER AI ; 0990 BENGALI LETTER AI
1148D TIRHUTA LETTER O ; 0993 BENGALI LETTER O
1148E TIRHUTA LETTER AU ; 0994 BENGALI LETTER AU
1148F TIRHUTA LETTER KA ; 0995 BENGALI LETTER KA
11490 TIRHUTA LETTER KHA ; 0996 BENGALI LETTER KHA
11491 TIRHUTA LETTER GA ; 0997 BENGALI LETTER GA
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11492 TIRHUTA LETTER GHA ; 0998 BENGALI LETTER GHA
11494 TIRHUTA LETTER CA ; 099A BENGALI LETTER CA
11496 TIRHUTA LETTER JA ; 099C BENGALI LETTER JA
11498 TIRHUTA LETTER NYA ; 099E BENGALI LETTER NYA
11499 TIRHUTA LETTER TTA ; 099F BENGALI LETTER TTA
1149B TIRHUTA LETTER DDA ; 09A1 BENGALI LETTER DDA
1149D TIRHUTA LETTER NNA ; 09B2 BENGALI LETTER LA
1149E TIRHUTA LETTER TA ; 09A4 BENGALI LETTER TA
1149F TIRHUTA LETTER THA ; 09A5 BENGALI LETTER THA
114A0 TIRHUTA LETTER DA ; 09A6 BENGALI LETTER DA
114A1 TIRHUTA LETTER DHA ; 09A7 BENGALI LETTER DHA
114A2 TIRHUTA LETTER NA ; 09A8 BENGALI LETTER NA
114A3 TIRHUTA LETTER PA ; 09AA BENGALI LETTER PA
114A7 TIRHUTA LETTER MA ; 09AE BENGALI LETTER MA
114A8 TIRHUTA LETTER YA ; 09AF BENGALI LETTER YA
114A9 TIRHUTA LETTER RA ; 09AC BENGALI LETTER BA
114AA TIRHUTA LETTER LA ; 09A3 BENGALI LETTER NNA
114AB TIRHUTA LETTER VA ; 09B0 BENGALI LETTER RA
114AD TIRHUTA LETTER SSA ; 09B7 BENGALI LETTER SSA
114AE TIRHUTA LETTER SA ; 09B8 BENGALI LETTER SA
114B0 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AA ; 09BE BENGALI VOWEL SIGN AA
114B1 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN I ; 09BF BENGALI VOWEL SIGN I
114B9 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN E ; 09C7 BENGALI VOWEL SIGN E
114BC TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN O ; 09CB BENGALI VOWEL SIGN O
114BD TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O ; 09D7 BENGALI VOWEL SIGN LENGTH MARK
114BE TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AU ; 09CC BENGALI VOWEL SIGN AU
114BF TIRHUTA SIGN CANDRABINDU ; 0981 BENGALI SIGN CANDRABINDU
114C1 TIRHUTA SIGN VISARGA ; 0983 BENGALI SIGN VISARGA
114C2 TIRHUTA SIGN VIRAMA ; 09CD BENGALI SIGN VIRAMA
114C3 TIRHUTA SIGN NUKTA ; 09BC BENGALI SIGN NUKTA
114C4 TIRHUTA SIGN AVAGRAHA ; 09BD BENGALI SIGN AVAGRAHA
114C5 TIRHUTA GVANG ; 0057 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER W
114D0 TIRHUTA DIGIT ZERO ; 09E6 BENGALI DIGIT ZERO
114D1 TIRHUTA DIGIT ONE ; 09E7 BENGALI DIGIT ONE
114D2 TIRHUTA DIGIT TWO ; 09E8 BENGALI DIGIT TWO
114D6 TIRHUTA DIGIT SIX ; 09EC BENGALI DIGIT SIX
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Table 1: Proposed code chart for Tirhuta.
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114BB $ 𑒻 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AI
114BC $𑒼 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN O
114BD $𑒽 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN SHORT O
114BE $𑒾 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AU
Various signs
114BF $ 𑒿 TIRHUTA SIGN CANDRABINDU
114C0 $ 𑓀 TIRHUTA SIGN ANUSVARA
114C1 $𑓁 TIRHUTA SIGN VISARGA
114C2 $ 𑓂 TIRHUTA SIGN VIRAMA
= halant
114C3 $ 𑓃 TIRHUTA SIGN NUKTA
114C4 𑓄 TIRHUTA SIGN AVAGRAHA
114C5 𑓅 TIRHUTA GVANG
= vedic anusvara
114C6 𑓆 TIRHUTA ABBREVIATION SIGN
Sign
114C7 𑓇 TIRHUTA OM
Digits
114D0 𑓐 TIRHUTA DIGIT ZERO
114D1 𑓑 TIRHUTA DIGIT ONE
114D2 𑓒 TIRHUTA DIGIT TWO
114D3 𑓓 TIRHUTA DIGIT THREE
114D4 𑓔 TIRHUTA DIGIT FOUR
114D5 𑓕 TIRHUTA DIGIT FIVE
114D6 𑓖 TIRHUTA DIGIT SIX
114D7 𑓗 TIRHUTA DIGIT SEVEN
114D8 𑓘 TIRHUTA DIGIT EIGHT
114D9 𑓙 TIRHUTA DIGIT NINE
The Tirhuta script is also known by the names 
'Mithilakshar' and 'Maithili'.
Sign
11480 𑒀 TIRHUTA ANJI
Independent vowels
11481 𑒁 TIRHUTA LETTER A
11482 𑒂 TIRHUTA LETTER AA
11483 𑒃 TIRHUTA LETTER I
11484 𑒄 TIRHUTA LETTER II
11485 𑒅 TIRHUTA LETTER U
11486 𑒆 TIRHUTA LETTER UU
11487 𑒇 TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC R
11488 𑒈 TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC RR
11489 𑒉 TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC L
1148A 𑒊 TIRHUTA LETTER VOCALIC LL
1148B 𑒋 TIRHUTA LETTER E
1148C 𑒌 TIRHUTA LETTER AI
1148D 𑒍 TIRHUTA LETTER O
1148E 𑒎 TIRHUTA LETTER AU
Consonants
1148F 𑒏 TIRHUTA LETTER KA
11490 𑒐 TIRHUTA LETTER KHA
11491 𑒑 TIRHUTA LETTER GA
11492 𑒒 TIRHUTA LETTER GHA
11493 𑒓 TIRHUTA LETTER NGA
11494 𑒔 TIRHUTA LETTER CA
11495 𑒕 TIRHUTA LETTER CHA
11496 𑒖 TIRHUTA LETTER JA
11497 𑒗 TIRHUTA LETTER JHA
11498 𑒘 TIRHUTA LETTER NYA
11499 𑒙 TIRHUTA LETTER TTA
1149A 𑒚 TIRHUTA LETTER TTHA
1149B 𑒛 TIRHUTA LETTER DDA
1149C 𑒜 TIRHUTA LETTER DDHA
1149D 𑒝 TIRHUTA LETTER NNA
1149E 𑒞 TIRHUTA LETTER TA
1149F 𑒟 TIRHUTA LETTER THA
114A0 𑒠 TIRHUTA LETTER DA
114A1 𑒡 TIRHUTA LETTER DHA
114A2 𑒢 TIRHUTA LETTER NA
114A3 𑒣 TIRHUTA LETTER PA
114A4 𑒤 TIRHUTA LETTER PHA
114A5 𑒥 TIRHUTA LETTER BA
114A6 𑒦 TIRHUTA LETTER BHA
114A7 𑒧 TIRHUTA LETTER MA
114A8 𑒨 TIRHUTA LETTER YA
114A9 𑒩 TIRHUTA LETTER RA
114AA 𑒪 TIRHUTA LETTER LA
114AB 𑒫 TIRHUTA LETTER VA
114AC 𑒬 TIRHUTA LETTER SHA
114AD 𑒭 TIRHUTA LETTER SSA
114AE 𑒮 TIRHUTA LETTER SA
114AF 𑒯 TIRHUTA LETTER HA
Dependent vowel signs
114B0 $𑒰 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN AA
114B1 $ 𑒱 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN I
114B2 $𑒲 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN II
114B3 $ 𑒳 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN U
114B4 $ 𑒴 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN UU
114B5 $ 𑒵 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
114B6 $ 𑒶 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
114B7 $ 𑒷 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
114B8 $ 𑒸 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
114B9 $ 𑒹 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN E
114BA $ 𑒺 TIRHUTA VOWEL SIGN SHORT E
Table 2: Proposed names list for Tirhuta.
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Figure 1: A table of the Tirhuta script printed with metal type (from Mishra 1973: 41).
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Figure 2: An excerpt from the Br̥hat Maithilī Śabdakośa, a Maithili-English dictionary (from
Mishra 1973: 13).
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Figure 3: An excerpt from the preface to Br̥hat Maithilī Śabdakośa (from Mishra 1973: 25).
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Figure 7: Chart of Tirhuta (from Śākyavaṃśa 1974: 67).
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Figure 8: Comparison of digits of Tirhuta and other scripts (from Śākyavaṃśa 1974: 76).
Figure 9: Chart of number forms used in Tirhuta (from Rāya 2003: 39).
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िव दे ह िवदहे Videha িবেদহ  िवदेह Ćथम मैिथली पािक्षक ई पिÿका Videha Ist Maithili Fortnightly 
e Magazine  िवदेह õथम मैिथली पािक्षक ई पिñका 'िवदेह' ८० म अंक १५ अĤलै २०११ (वषर् ४ 




ततेक पाकँ भिर देतीह जे जतेक मोनक क9ा मोनमे 
सोचब तािहस ँबेशी उपजत। 
कƨक महग खेत िकनबाक हअुए तँ मोड बला आ गyािरक 
गाछ लग बला खेत कीन।ू एतए लोक खेतीस ँबेशी बसोबास 
लेल जमीन कीिन रहल छिथ। 
डकही पोखिर बला खेतकँे बढमोतर कहल जाइत अिछ। 
पिहƨ ÷Cोĕर पमे िकनको मगँनीमे राजा Ğारा भेटल 
होएतिħ। पिहƨ सुǉए िछयै नीक खेती रहए मुदा आइ 
काि पािन भरल रहै छै। इलाकामे जे िछटआु धानक खेती 
होइत अिछ से अही बाधमे। 
बडका कोला, धरूपर, भोरहा आ पुणा र्हा बाधक अितिरN आइ 
काि िकछु गोटे छहरक ढलानपर सेहो खेती-बारी शु कऽ 
देƨ छिथ, सीढी बना कऽ खेती केिनहारक सVंा भूगोलक 
पोथीमे भƨ पहाडपर माñ देखौƨ होिथ। महीसक मरलापर 
कĤारोहटक र आ जादटूोना, ककरो दरबÞापर पजूल फूल 
राितमे फेकब। आब लोको मुदा बिूझ गेल अिछ जे ई 
कोǦ छौड़◌ाक िकरदानी अिछ। 
कृिष-मत्-पशुपालन आधािरत मिहसबार ÷ाCण बहलु एिह गामक 
चाकात पढल िलखल (मुदा एकटा चोरक टोल सेहो अिछ 
ओतए), ततेक निह पढल िलखल आ मुहदĲुर गाम सभ अिछ। 
पड़◌ोसक चोर सभक िहķत निह छिħ जे एिह गाममे कोǦ 
जाितक घरमे चोिर कऽ लेिथ। एिह गाममे जे िबयाह भऽ 
गेल तँ सभटा फसादी जमीनक िनपटार भऽ जाइत अिछ, लोक 
समगंर भऽ जाइत अिछ। एतएस ँहसेरी दरू-दरू धिर जाइत 
अिछ। कुटमुक जमीनक झगड़◌ाक िनपटारास ँलऽ कऽ वोट 
Figure 11: Excerpt from a Maithili e-journal in Tirhuta published as a PDF (from Videha no. 80:
22).
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Figure 12: A chart of Devanagari, Kaithi, and Tirhuta (‘Maithili’) (from Grierson 1882: Appendix
1a).
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Figure 13: Specimens of Devanagari, Kaithi, and Tirhuta (from Grierson 1882: Appendix 1b).
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Figure 14: Comparison of Tirhuta, Newari, and Devanagari (from G. Jhā 1999: xxxi–xxxii).
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Figure 15: Title page of Br̥hat Maithilī Śabdakośa (from Mishra 1973).
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Figure 16: Comparison of hand-written Tirhuta (‘Maithili’) and Bengali letters (from Ojhā 1971:
Plate LXXVIII).
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Figure 18: Excerpt from a chart of scripts used in Nepal (from Thāpā et al.).
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  𑒇 ঋ
  𑒈 ৠ
  𑒉 ঌ
  𑒊 ৡ
 𑒋 এ
  no independent form
 𑒌 ঐ
 𑒍 ও



















Table 3: Comparison of Tirhuta and Bengali vowel letters and signs (differences highlighted).
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Table 4: Comparison of Tirhuta and Bengali consonant letters (differences highlighted).
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Table 6: Comparison of Tirhuta and Bengali miscellaneous signs (differences highlighted).
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Table 7: Comparison of conjunct forms used in Tirhuta and Bengali.
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FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 106461  
Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html  for 
guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html. 
See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html  for latest Roadmaps. 
A. Administrative 
1. Title: Proposal to Encode the Tirhuta Script in ISO/IEC 10646  
2. Requester's name: Script Encoding Initiative (SEI) / Anshuman Pandey (pandey@umich.edu)  
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Liaison contribution  
4. Submission date: 2011-05-05  
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   
6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: Yes  
 (or) More information will be provided later:   
B. Technical – General 
1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters): Yes  
 Proposed name of script: Tirhuta  
 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:   
 Name of the existing block:   
2. Number of characters in proposal: 82  
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary X B.1-Specialized (small collection)  B.2-Specialized (large collection)   
 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   
 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic    G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? Yes  
 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? Yes  
 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Yes  
5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 
standard?  
 
 Anshuman Pandey  
 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 Anshuman Pandey (pandey@umich.edu)  
6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Yes  
 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? Yes  
7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes  
   
8. Additional Information: 
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/      ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
 
                                                     
1 Form number: N3902-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 
2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03) 
C. Technical - Justification  
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  
 If YES, with whom? See text of proposal  
 If YES, available relevant documents: See text of proposal  
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  
 Reference: Size of user community is unknown. Script is used for print and digital publications.  
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Common  
 Reference: The Tirhuta script is used for writing Maithili. See text of proposal for details.  
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  
 If YES, where?  Reference: Bihar (India) and Nepal. See text of proposal for details.  
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? No  
 If YES, is a rationale provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to an existing character? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: See text of proposal for similarities between Tirhuta and Bengali.  
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: Combining vowel signs  
 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   
 If YES, reference:   
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? Yes  
 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary) Virama  
 See text of proposal  
   
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No  
 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   
 If YES, reference:   
 
